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Make Sure It’s NewsworthyMake Sure It’s Newsworthy

•• You have TWO audiences for every You have TWO audiences for every release: the editor and the reader!release: the editor and the reader!

•• Always ask yourself:Always ask yourself:

Will the editor know why it’s newsworthy…how??Will the editor know why it’s newsworthy…how??

Will the audience care…why??Will the audience care…why??

Stress the Benefits, not the FeaturesStress the Benefits, not the Features

•• If a product release, what does the If a product release, what does the product do for the reader:product do for the reader:

Is it faster, more powerful? 

Does it do more? Do it better? 

Does it save time, money or both?  

Is it smaller, lighter, more versatile? 

Is it unique? A breakthrough?

Stress the Benefits, not the FeaturesStress the Benefits, not the Features

•• If a "partnership" or contract release, always include a quote from both parties addressing whatIf a "partnership" or contract release, always include a quote from both parties addressing what  
the deal means to the market, not to one anotherthe deal means to the market, not to one another..

•• For all releases…For all releases…

Always talk to engineering and marketing to find out: ”Why does the market care about this?"Always talk to engineering and marketing to find out: ”Why does the market care about this?"

The Headline is KeyThe Headline is Key

•• Provide the primary "story" – why it’s important to the reader.  Use a subhead if necessary. MakeProvide the primary "story" – why it’s important to the reader.  Use a subhead if necessary. Make  
sure you hook the editor.sure you hook the editor.

Who, What, When, Where, How & WhyWho, What, When, Where, How & Why
•• First paragraph should succinctly answer all these questions…help the editor understand why hisFirst paragraph should succinctly answer all these questions…help the editor understand why his  

or her reader will be interested.or her reader will be interested.

Always include a dateline: release date and city, Always include a dateline: release date and city, state of release origin.state of release origin.



Supporting paragraphs should include the following…Supporting paragraphs should include the following…

What Are the Applications?What Are the Applications?  

•• Who can use it and where?Who can use it and where?

What Are the Tech Specs?What Are the Tech Specs?    

•• Provide the key features – the ones that differentiate the product. Editors don’t want a data sheetProvide the key features – the ones that differentiate the product. Editors don’t want a data sheet  
(but may want to know where on the web they can get one).(but may want to know where on the web they can get one).

When Is It Available and How Much Does It Cost?When Is It Available and How Much Does It Cost?  

•• Always provide initial availability, delivery ARO and typical pricing for a typical product.  Always provide initial availability, delivery ARO and typical pricing for a typical product.  

"Pricing for ____  with ____ starts at $ ____.""Pricing for ____  with ____ starts at $ ____."

For More Information, Contact…For More Information, Contact…

For the Editor: For the Editor: 

•• Always provide an editorial contact – either your Always provide an editorial contact – either your 

PR agency who’s issuing the release for you, PR agency who’s issuing the release for you, 

or an internal person capable of answering a knowledgeable editor’s questions…provide phoneor an internal person capable of answering a knowledgeable editor’s questions…provide phone  
and email contact info, and a web address.and email contact info, and a web address.

For the Readers:For the Readers:

•• Always provide a web address for your company and, if available, a link to the specific product,Always provide a web address for your company and, if available, a link to the specific product,  
service or event covered in the release; the name of the person the reader can contact or the oneservice or event covered in the release; the name of the person the reader can contact or the one  
to receive reader service inquiries; and his or her email address, phone number and theto receive reader service inquiries; and his or her email address, phone number and the  
company’s snail mail address. company’s snail mail address. 

Provide a Reference NumberProvide a Reference Number

•• Always include a reference or file number unique to each release.Always include a reference or file number unique to each release.

A Picture Is Worth…A Picture Is Worth…
•• Make the photo count! Will it catch the editor’s eye?Make the photo count! Will it catch the editor’s eye?

Show the product clearlyShow the product clearly

Use color, graphics, backgrounds wisely… enhance, don’t overwhelm or obscure the productUse color, graphics, backgrounds wisely… enhance, don’t overwhelm or obscure the product

Use application shots where applicableUse application shots where applicable

Always provide an integral caption that identifies the product and manufacturer and includes theAlways provide an integral caption that identifies the product and manufacturer and includes the  
unique news release reference numberunique news release reference number



Increasing Your Chances of CoverageIncreasing Your Chances of Coverage

•• Ensure that the information is newsworthy. Make sure you wait until you have something withEnsure that the information is newsworthy. Make sure you wait until you have something with  
enough substance to issue a release.enough substance to issue a release.

Ask yourself, "Will the editors, and therefore their Ask yourself, "Will the editors, and therefore their readers, relate quickly to my story?" readers, relate quickly to my story?" 

Let the editor know why the information in the Let the editor know why the information in the release is newsworthy. (The headline and firstrelease is newsworthy. (The headline and first  
sentence are the most important!)sentence are the most important!)

•• Don’t use promotional language – a press Don’t use promotional language – a press release is not an ad. release is not an ad. 

•• Stick to the facts.Stick to the facts.

•• Make sure your press release distribution list is current and accurate – is it getting to the rightMake sure your press release distribution list is current and accurate – is it getting to the right  
publications…and to the right editors at each publication?publications…and to the right editors at each publication?

•• Know the editors’ preferred format – hard copy or electronic – for both text and graphics.Know the editors’ preferred format – hard copy or electronic – for both text and graphics.

•• Respond quickly to editors’ requests for additional information.Respond quickly to editors’ requests for additional information.

•• Never call an editor to ask if and when he or sheNever call an editor to ask if and when he or she

will be running your press release.  (And…for all PR…never discuss advertising with an editor!)will be running your press release.  (And…for all PR…never discuss advertising with an editor!)

Feature PRFeature PR

Primary Types of Feature PRPrimary Types of Feature PR

•• Tutorials – technical, how-to articlesTutorials – technical, how-to articles

•• Case Histories – successful application storiesCase Histories – successful application stories

•• Industry Overview or Survey ArticlesIndustry Overview or Survey Articles

•• Opinion PiecesOpinion Pieces

The Key: Know the PublicationsThe Key: Know the Publications

•• What’s the emphasis?…Product? Technology? Business? Markets/Applications?What’s the emphasis?…Product? Technology? Business? Markets/Applications?

•• What are the editors looking for?What are the editors looking for?

•• Get Author’s Guidelines if available.Get Author’s Guidelines if available.

•• Study the editorial calendars – find an issue orStudy the editorial calendars – find an issue or

feature to which you can contribute.feature to which you can contribute.

Where to Begin:Where to Begin:
•• Have a clear target publication – or, even better, a target issue or feature.Have a clear target publication – or, even better, a target issue or feature.

•• Document your work, so you have existing information, sources and graphics from which toDocument your work, so you have existing information, sources and graphics from which to  
start.start.

•• Have a clear focus to your story.Have a clear focus to your story.

•• Don’t pitch an article that has been published elsewhere or is already available on the web.Don’t pitch an article that has been published elsewhere or is already available on the web.

•• Always submit an abstract before writing the article.Always submit an abstract before writing the article.

•• Pick a level and a scope for your story. Pick a level and a scope for your story. 



•• Keep the abstract short and to the point…one good paragraph can do it!Keep the abstract short and to the point…one good paragraph can do it!

•• Put yourself in the place of your readers.Put yourself in the place of your readers.

•• Submit to only one publication at a time…exclusivity is essential.Submit to only one publication at a time…exclusivity is essential.

Writing Your Article:Writing Your Article:
•• Review style and audience of publication and the scope of your story… and input from the editorReview style and audience of publication and the scope of your story… and input from the editor  

based on your abstract.based on your abstract.

•• Prepare supporting materials first: figures, diagrams, charts, tables, glossary, bibliography ofPrepare supporting materials first: figures, diagrams, charts, tables, glossary, bibliography of  
reference material, checklists, etc.reference material, checklists, etc.

•• Write down everything appropriate you can think of without regard to style, content, orWrite down everything appropriate you can think of without regard to style, content, or  
organization.organization.

•• Develop a coherent outline that can utilize the material and that suggests the story.Develop a coherent outline that can utilize the material and that suggests the story.

•• Write your first draft based on that outline…does it match what you proposed to the editor?  DoWrite your first draft based on that outline…does it match what you proposed to the editor?  Do  
the facts support the primary premise?  Will the reader benefit from what you’re writing?the facts support the primary premise?  Will the reader benefit from what you’re writing?

•• Rewrite…Rewrite…Then rewrite again.Rewrite…Rewrite…Then rewrite again.

•• Reorganize to ensure a logical progression of the article.Reorganize to ensure a logical progression of the article.

•• Eliminate extraneous information.Eliminate extraneous information.

•• Rewrite some more – focus on the needs of the reader.Rewrite some more – focus on the needs of the reader.

•• Get rid of all passive-voice sentences.Get rid of all passive-voice sentences.

•• Edit to eliminate marketingese, engineeringese, etc. (A feature article is not free promotion)Edit to eliminate marketingese, engineeringese, etc. (A feature article is not free promotion)

•• Define any abbreviations, initialisms, and acronyms – as needed.Define any abbreviations, initialisms, and acronyms – as needed.

•• Insert transitions and subheads to improve article flow and clarity.Insert transitions and subheads to improve article flow and clarity.

•• Set your article aside for a day…then, review it again.Set your article aside for a day…then, review it again.

•• Have at least one other person, not familiar with your material, but astute enough to understandHave at least one other person, not familiar with your material, but astute enough to understand  
it, critique your article.it, critique your article.

•• Rewrite once more.Rewrite once more.

And Never…And Never…

•• Promise an editor something you can’t deliver.Promise an editor something you can’t deliver.

•• Shift the story from what the abstract stated without the prior approval of the editor.Shift the story from what the abstract stated without the prior approval of the editor.

•• Miss a deadline – you may never get a second chance.Miss a deadline – you may never get a second chance.

http://www.busandboard.com/bab2003pres/marketing/MktgTutorial-2.ppt


